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bstract

This work addresses issues of long-term durability of hydrogen–air proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) under cyclic current loading
onditions, simulating the real road driving conditions for automotives. The same type of membrane–electrode assembly (MEA) was also aged
nder constant current mode as a control and the results were compared with those of the cyclically aged MEA. Both MEAs were characterized
or cell polarizations, impedance spectra, Tafel plots, hydrogen crossover rates as well as electrochemical active surface areas at intervals of 100 h
f aging. It was demonstrated that hydrogen crossover increased dramatically after 500 h of current cycling due to pinhole formation and was the
ost dominant degradation source. The fuel cell approached the end of its useful lifetime after 1000 h of operation. On the other hand, the hydrogen

rossover rate remained approximately constant for the MEA under constant current operation. Mass transport limitations were identified as the

ajor source of decreased performance during the constant current operation. This decrease in performance was partially reversible when cathode
ooding was resolved by setting the cell at lower current densities. At the end, a phenomenological durability model was established successfully

o describe the aging processes and cell performance at different time nodes.
2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Durability studies of proton exchange membrane fuel cells
PEMFCs) have attracted enormous attention for the last 3 years.

great deal of research effort has been devoted to meeting the
epartment of Energy (DOE) targets, such as 5000 h of opera-

ional lifetime for PEMFC stacks in automotive applications [1].
here are two stages associated with the durability studies of
EMFCs. In the first stage, the degradation sources and mecha-
isms of PEMFC components/system are identified, with respect
o different system configurations, various material selections,
nd different operation conditions. Experimental observations
re conducted to characterize the aging phenomena as functions

f time. In the second stage, mathematical models are developed
o predict the degradations in a PEMFC system, in which expres-
ions of the aging phenomena and aging effects are incorporated

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 540 231 3140; fax: +1 540 231 9187.
E-mail address: scase@exchange.vt.edu (S. Case).
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ging diagnosis; Phenomenological modeling

nto performance models through constitutive relations. For the
urability model to achieve good accuracy and maximum predic-
ive power, multi-dimensional microscopic modeling based on
he classic conservation laws is required, leading to great com-
lexity. As an intermediate step, a phenomenological model with
alues of aging parameters substituted into the semi-empirical
uel cell performance equations at different time nodes can be
mployed to begin the durability modeling process. But in the
iterature, the durability study of PEMFCs remains in the first
tage, with mostly experimental characterizations presented [2].

As is known, the operation conditions associated with PEM-
Cs include a strong acidic environment (pH ∼ 2), oxygen in
aseous phase and dissolved phase, water in vapor and liq-
id phase, tensile/compressive stresses, contamination, cyclic
emperature and dynamic load cycles. The associated aging pro-
esses may occur in the polymer membrane, catalyst layers, elec-

rodes, membrane–catalyst interface, monopolar/bipolar plates,
ealing materials and current collectors. Ref. [2] provides a nice
ummary of the reported degradation sources from PEMFC
omponents. Long-term aging studies were also conducted to

mailto:scase@exchange.vt.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2006.07.007
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in Table 1. One cycle took approximately 6 min to complete.
The MEA1 was aged for 10 aging periods, with 1000 cycles
or 100 h per period and characterized for a full set of perfor-
mance and component parameters after each 100 h aging period.

Table 1
The current cycling profile

Step Duration (s) Current density (A cm−2)

1 15 0
2 25 0.2
3 20 0.4
4 15 0.05
5 24 0.2
6 20 0.4
7 15 0.05
8 25 0.2
9 20 0.4

10 15 0.05
11 35 0.2
12 20 1.06
22 D. Liu, S. Case / Journal of P

nvestigate the effects of operation conditions on fuel cell dura-
ility [2–5].

St-Pierre et al. at Ballard Power Systems performed a series
f aging tests for PEMFC stacks (primarily MK5 and MK513
tacks) under different operating conditions [5]. The effects of
ater management with high and low humidification levels,

ontamination, pressure, temperature and reactant stoichiom-
try were inspected with the introduction of possible mitigating
trategies. They concluded that poor water management could
ause PEMFC performance degradation due to mass transport
imitations. Counterflow patterns in the bipolar plates, temper-
ture gradients, changes in substrate hygrophobicity and load
ycling were examined to help reduce the mass transport issues.
n addition, the influence of freeze-thaw cycles was examined.
hese cycles showed insignificant degradations in PEMFC per-

ormance after 55 cycles.
Recently, Xie et al. carried out a long-term durability study of

ydrogen–air PEM fuel cells. Two types of MEAs were investi-
ated under constant current mode with different current settings
nd high humidity level for 2000 h [6]. Characterizations of
he aged MEAs were performed periodically, including voltage
ecay, polarization, electrochemical active surface (EAS) area,
nd fluoride ion and catalyst metallic concentration in cathode
xhaust water. The result revealed that one type of metal particles
n the catalyst alloy migrated from cathode to anode during the
ging process, reducing the EAS area. Scanning and transmis-
ion electron images of MEA cross-sections after aging showed
he loss of carbon-supported catalyst clusters and possible dis-
olution of recast Nafion ionomer. Fluoride and sulfate anions
ere detected in the cathode outlet water by high performance

iquid chromatography (HPLC)-mass spectrometry (MS) tech-
ique, proving the degradation/dissolution of ionomers.

The paper by Xie et al. presented a comprehensive list of
haracterizations for PEMFCs after aging. Nevertheless, they
nspected the MEA performances under constant current mode,
hich is different from the real road driving scenario. The
egradations of cell components may vary with respect to the
urrent/power output spectrum. Wilkinson and St-Pierre exam-
ned the dynamic operation of 8-cell and 20-cell PEMFC stacks
ith modified urban transit authority (UMTA) driving cycles

2]. Small performance degradation was demonstrated for these
tacks over 5000 h; most of the performance loss was found to be
eversible. They did not provide detailed diagnosis for sources of
he degradation in their report. Neither were the impacts of urban
riving cycles on the PEMFC material and system deterioration
dentified.

In this article, the aging mechanisms of the same type of
ommercially available hydrogen–air MEAs were character-
zed under cyclic and constant current loading conditions. Both

EAs were aged for 1000 h in total and diagnosed every 100 h
f operation. A semi-empirical phenomenological model was set
p to incorporate the observed aging phenomena and describe
he cell performance at different aging times. Distinct degra-

ation mechanisms were illustrated after comparing the results
nder two different aging modes. These results reinforce the
eed to conduct systematic inspections of PEMFCs to iden-
ify the causes of changes in the cell’s long-term performance,

1
1
1
1
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hich are related to the aging behavior of materials, struc-
ure, hardware design and operation conditions. They also point
o the need for the establishment of standard PEMFC aging
rotocols.

. Experimental

.1. Materials

Two 5 cm2 standard hydrogen/air MEAs were purchased
7]. The catalyst loadings of both anode and cathode were
.5 mg cm−2. Acidified Nafion 112 film was employed as the
embrane and ETEK ELAT® carbon cloth was applied as the

as diffusion layers (GDL). The MEAs were tested as-received
sing Fuel Cell Technologies Inc. (FCT) fuel cell test stations.
tandard 5 cm2 PEMFC fixtures were obtained from FCT, with
tainless steel monopolar plates and gold-coated copper current
ollector plates. The ultrapure hydrogen gas cylinder and breath-
ng air cylinder were attached to the FCT stations to supply fuel
nd oxidant for fuel cell operations [8]. Ultrapure nitrogen gas
as utilized for electrochemical measurements [8].

.2. Measurements

.2.1. Aging mode
There were two aging modes applied for the aging processes.

.2.1.1. Cyclic current aging. The cyclic current spectrum was
rovided as a preliminary cycling profile for durability testing
f PEM fuel cells. One of the two MEAs, denoted as MEA1,
as aged by use of this cyclic current profile for a total of
000 h. Each current aging cycle composed of 16 steps including
pen circuit, low current settings, intermediate current settings
nd the highest current setting, the details of which are shown
3 35 0.86
4 8 0.02
5 35 0.4
6 40 0.05
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product of current and high frequency resistance. The mass
transport corrections for cell potential were not performed.
The Tafel test was repeated two times to ensure reproduci-
bility.
D. Liu, S. Case / Journal of P

he MEA1 operation was performed at a cell temperature of
0 ◦C, anode/cathode temperatures of 80 ◦C and anode/cathode
reheater temperature of 81 ◦C. Both gas lines were fully humid-
fied. The hydrogen flow rate was 200 standard cubic centimeters
er minute (sccm) while the air flow rate was 500 sccm. Both
lectrodes had a backpressure of 138 kPa (20 psi). The MEA1
as tested using an FCT test station with an EMREL-50A-100W

lectronic box (denoted as test station #1).
Table 1 describes the test protocol to assess the performance

nd durability of fuel cells for automotive propulsion appli-
ations. The goal of this testing is to assess cell and stack
erformance against DOE targets. This protocol is proposed
y an automotive company but not intended to be comprehen-
ive as there are many issues critical to a vehicular fuel cell
e.g., start/stop). It should be recognized that the cycles spec-
fied herein have not been fully validated and correlated with
ata from systems operated under actual drive cycles. There-
ore, durability results from this protocol may not be predictive
f lifetime in an actual fuel cell vehicle subjected to actual driv-
ng and start/stop cycles.

.2.1.2. Constant current aging. The constant current aging
as conducted on MEA2 at the highest current setting from the

yclic aging spectrum (1.06 A cm−2). For the purpose of control,
ll operation conditions were kept the same as those of cyclic
ging. An FCT test station (EMREL-10A-60W load box, other
eatures are the same as or comparable to that used for MEA1)
as utilized for MEA2 operation and characterizations (this test

tation is denoted as test station #2).

.2.2. End-of-period diagnosis
The same end-of-period diagnosis procedures were executed

or both MEAs. Following the 100 h aging periods, cell opera-
ion was halted and the cell polarization, impedance, Tafel plot,

2 crossover rate and cyclic voltammetry (CV) were evaluated.
ging for the next 100 h period resumed after all characteriza-

ions were finished on the next day.

.2.2.1. Lifetime. To maintain the desired current profile while
ollecting the lifetime data, a cyclic current step protocol was
ritten to control the load box settings and output. This protocol
as based on the Set Protocol.vi from the FCT test station soft-
are library, in which users can specify the current settings of the

oad box under constant current mode, as well as the time delay
or each of the current setting after the specification has been
eached [9]. At the same time, voltage, current, gas flow rates and
emperatures of the running MEA were monitored and recorded
ia an independent Labview file (Alone LT.vi, also from the FCT
oftware library) with a sampling rate of 120 point h−1. For the
onstant current aging mode, current was simply adjusted to the
et point while the lifetime test was running. In both cases, the

ging data collection began when the MEA was re-heated for the
ext aging period and then lasted 100 h covering the whole aging
eriod. In particular, open circuit voltages (OCV) and voltages
t specified current densities were collected and compared at the
eginning and end of each aging period.
Sources 162 (2006) 521–531 523

.2.2.2. Cell polarization. The cell polarizations were exam-
ned in both ascending and descending current control modes
hortly after the aging period was ended. The current density
ange was between 0 and 1.3 A cm−2, with a delay of 30 s
t each current setting. Before each of the polarization mea-
urements, a shunt calibration was performed. The shunt resis-
ances were approximately 5.00 × 10−3 � for test station #1 and
.53 × 10−2 � for test station #2. High frequency resistances
f the cell were measured at all stepwise current levels when
olarization data were being taken. Beside that, the independent
igh frequency resistance control panel (HFR.vi) was executed
o validate the resistance of the cell (evaluated by polarization
xperiments) with a signal magnitude of 7.00 × 10−2 A and fre-
uency of 6000 Hz.

.2.2.3. Impedance test. Cell impedance tests were imple-
ented using an FCT in-box ac-impedance system at three

ifferent current density levels, 0.17, 0.64 and 1.10 A cm−2—
epresenting the kinetic, ohmic and mass transport region of
PEM fuel cell polarization curve. Sinusoidal current waves
ere emitted through the cell and shunt, with a frequency

ange of 10,000–0.1 Hz. The magnitude of current wave was
lso 7.00 × 10−2 A. By examining the voltage drop over the
hunt, the complex resistance of the fuel cell electrodes (espe-
ially cathode) can be calculated. The Nyquist plots, which
re plots of the imaginary resistance versus the real resis-
ance, were generated by the software. From these plots, the
alues of resistances and capacitances in the PEMFC elec-
rodes (see the equivalent circuit in Fig. 1) R1, R2 and Cp were
etermined.

.2.2.4. Tafel plot. The Tafel plots of MEA1 and MEA2 were
btained in potentiodynamic mode by a Solartron Analytical
480 multistat. Channel 1 of the multistat was connected to
he positive (red) and negative (black) leads of the fuel cells,
ith the H2 electrode acting as both the counter and reference

lectrodes. The potential of the fuel cell was controlled by the
ultistat to decrease from OCV to the potential where the cur-

ent density reached 0.2 A cm−2 continuously with a rate of
mV s−1. A sampling rate of 100 point s−1 was applied. When
aking the Tafel plot of voltage versus log(current density),

he potential of the cell was compensated for by adding the
Fig. 1. Schematic of the PEM fuel cell electrode equivalent circuit [9].
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for vehicles being driven in an uphill road situation. It should be
noted that the lifetime of MEA1 seems rather short, compared
to the literature values [2–6]. Unfortunately we were not able
to obtain the manufacturing details for the commercial MEAs
24 D. Liu, S. Case / Journal of P

.2.2.5. Hydrogen crossover. The hydrogen crossover rate is an
mportant parameter for determining the permeability of mem-
rane in a fuel cell. If the hydrogen crossover rate from the
node to cathode increases dramatically, it is usually assumed
hat macroscopic pinholes have formed in the membrane. This
ould give an indication that the fuel cell is at the end of its use-

ul lifetime. When measuring the hydrogen crossover rate, the
athode gas flow was switched from air to ultrapure nitrogen,
ith a flow rate of 200 sccm and still having a backpressure of
38 kPa (20 psi). The anode hydrogen flow remained 200 sccm
nd 138 kPa (20 psi) backpressure. After 40 min of gas equi-
ibration, a potentiostatic assessment at 0.8 V was conducted
o measure the current through the fuel cell at 1 point s−1 for
min. The measured current corresponds to the oxidation of the
ydrogen molecules at the cathode side in the presence of plat-
num catalysts. The anode was taken as the counter/reference
lectrode, whereas the nitrogen-flowing cathode served as the
orking electrode. A total of three tests were performed for

ach end-of-period diagnosis, with the average values recorded.

.2.2.6. Electrochemical active surface. The evaluation of EAS
rea was conducted the morning after the hydrogen crossover
ests were completed and after the test station was shut down
vernight (with the fuel cell connected to the station). The fuel
ell fixture had sat for approximately 12 h and cooled to room
emperature. There are two reasons for this test procedure: (1) to
ry to eliminate the adverse effect of hydrogen crossover on CV
xperiments at high temperatures; (2) to simulate the overnight
arking of a passenger vehicle. The EAS areas of both the anode
nd cathode were estimated by use of a three-cycle-triangle CV.
he cathode EAS was first measured by purging H2 through

he anode line (reference/counter electrode) and N2 through the
athode line (working electrode) with 200 sccm of gas flow and
o backpressure for 35 min. After three cathode CV tests were
aken, the extension tubing was employed to change the flow
ath, with 200 sccm of H2 flowing through cathode and N2 flow-
ng through anode. In this case, the counter/reference-working
lectrodes were switched within the fuel cell. Therefore, the
eads connecting to the multistat were re-wired, with the black
node lead from the fuel cell joining the red working electrode
ead from the multistat. Once again the gases were allowed
o flow for 35 min before the CV experiment was started and
epeated two times. After anode and cathode CV, both elec-
rodes were purged with N2 at 200 sccm with zero backpressure
or 35 min. By doing so, the CV baselines were obtained and
he hydrogen gas left on the cathode when performing the anode
V was able to be discharged, which greatly reduced the chance
f cathode catalyst evolution due to the intermediates from the
lectrochemical reaction of air and residual hydrogen molecules.
hen the next aging period was started.

.2.2.7. Fluoride ion concentration/pH measurements. In
rder to examine the degree of chemical degradation in the

onomer, the fluoride ion concentrations and the pH values of
athode outlet water were evaluated. The cathode water was col-
ected into an environmental sampling glass jar (pre-cleaned, cap
ith PTFE lining, VWR.com) during the last 48 h (cyclic) or 12 h

F
s

Sources 162 (2006) 521–531

constant) of the aging period, when the cathode venting system
as believed to be flushed thoroughly from the previous opera-

ion. The jars were washed again before use by deionized water
nd then isopropyl alcohol for three times, and then blown dry
sing ultrapure nitrogen gas. A standard solution with fluoride
ons was prepared in advance to calibrate the Orion 96-09 fluo-
ide ion combination electrode with low-level total ionic strength
djustment buffer solution (TISABII) added into the standard
olution. An Orion 4-star pH/ISE bench top meter was utilized
o read out the dc millivolt signal from the fluoride ion combi-
ation electrode. The direct calibration method was applied to
etermine the fluoride ion concentration in the cathode water by
easuring the output voltage of the sample solution and com-

aring with the calibration curve. Meanwhile, pH values of the
athode water were determined using an Orion 520 A pH meter.

. Results and discussions

.1. Experimental observations

In this section, the observations and results from the two
EAs aged under cyclic and constant current conditions

re summarized and compared. Discussions regarding to the
mpacts of aging profile on MEA degradations are also pre-
ented.

.1.1. Lifetime data
The voltage profiles of MEA1 in three complete cycles are

lotted for each 100 h aging period in Fig. 2. It can be seen
hat the voltages needed to maintain the specified current output
ecreased with time, and the voltage profile shifted downward
uickly for the last three aging periods. During the last 100 h
ging period from 900 to 1000 h, voltage was just above 0.1 V at
.06 A cm−2, implying that the MEA1 was close to its lifetime if
he highest current level had to be reached. This may be the case
ig. 2. Comparisons of voltage profile of MEA1 (in three complete cycles)
howed lower and lower voltages during the cyclic current aging process.
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began to exist due to aging and the OCV decreased almost lin-
early. At the end of 900–1000 h aging period, the OCV was as
low as 0.28 V. The decrease of OCV can usually be related to
ig. 3. The low frequency resistance of MEA1, R2 increased more significantly
ith time, here w = 2πf and f is the frequency at 100 Hz.

hat we tested in our experiments. Nevertheless, the chances of
xperimental artifacts were minimized when we characterized
he two MEAs, by carefully monitoring the operations of the
CT test stations with regard to temperature, pressure, gas flow
nd humidification control.

Fig. 3 shows the values of high frequency resistance R1, elec-
rode resistance R2 (the result of subtracting R1 from the real
esistance at low frequency) and the electrolyte–catalyst dif-
erential capacitance Cp of MEA1 at an intermediate current
ensity. It reveals that high frequency resistance R1 and capaci-
ance Cp had almost constant values throughout the entire aging
rocess. The electrode resistance at low frequency, R2, increased
ore significantly by approximately 100% at 900 h. The value of
2 could not be estimated at the end of 900–1000 h aging period
ue to the unsteady current during the impedance measurement.

According to Lefebvre et al., R2 can be considered as the
pecific combination of electronic resistance and ionic resistance
rom the membrane phase in the catalyst layer [10]. The increase
f R2 along with time (Fig. 3) indicates that the carbon support
eneath the platinum particles might have been corroded or the
ecast ionomer at the electrolyte–catalyst interface had degraded,
r both. More details in this regard will be discussed later in
onjunction with the cathode water analysis.

Fig. 4 illustrates the decay of voltages at the constant current
ensity of 1.06 A cm−2 for MEA2. The voltages were recorded
nd averaged at the beginning and end of 10 constant aging
eriods. Once again, the voltage decay was observed to occur
ery rapidly, with estimated rates of −160 �V h−1 for voltages
t the beginning of aging periods and −255 �V h−1 at the end.
he rates were considerably higher than those reported in the

iterature (∼−21 to −127 �V h−1 [2]). In addition, there was
ontinuous decrease of voltages within each 100 h aging period
s shown in Fig. 4 (by comparing the voltages vertically at the
ame time nodes), mainly due to the mass transport limitations
xistent on the cathode side. It was observed that the voltage con-
inued to decrease for certain amount of time when the constant

urrent operation resumed after the end-of-period diagnosis, and
hen reached a stable value for the rest of the aging period. The
eason behind this phenomenon may be related to the slow com-

F
c
c

ig. 4. Cell voltages of MEA2 at 1.06 A cm−2 showed continuous decreases
t the beginning and end of the 10 aging periods under constant current mode.
imilarly, R2 increased with time.

etition among product water, humidification vapor and cathode
ater discharge. The cathode of MEA2 went through stages
f initial dryness, water accumulation and final saturation at
.06 A cm−2. Since we were utilizing the standard 5 cm2 test
xture and Teflon-coated fiber glass sealing gaskets, it may be

hat the commercial MEAs (supplied with GDL) did not possess
ood water expelling properties. Similar to MEA1 under cyclic
ging conditions, the electrode resistance R2 almost doubled
t 1000 h. The electrolyte–catalyst differential capacitance Cp
ecreased (as 1/(w*Cp) increased), indicating less charges may
e stored in the carbon–catalyst–ionomer three-phase region.

.1.2. Hydrogen crossover rate and open circuit voltage
The trends of OCVs at the beginning and end of aging peri-

ds as well as the hydrogen crossover rates as a function of
ime are shown in Fig. 5 for the cyclic current mode and Fig. 6
or the constant current mode. The OCVs of cyclically aged

EA1 remained at approximately 0.9 V until 500 h, when there
ere small differences between the values of OCVs at the begin-
ing and end of aging periods. After 600 h, bigger discrepancies
ig. 5. Decay of OCVs at the beginning and end of the 100 h aging periods
omplied well with the trend of hydrogen crossover rate for MEA1 under cyclic
urrent mode.
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Fig. 7. The polarization curves of MEA1 shifted downward during the cyclic
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may be attributed to the influence of mass transport on sys-
tem characteristics. As mentioned before, the MEAs that we
investigated in this study did not possess satisfactory long-term
ig. 6. The OCVs of MEA2 at the beginning and end of the 100 h aging periods
nd the hydrogen crossover rate remained relatively constant under constant
urrent mode (1.06 A cm−2).

he loss of reactants (especially the fuel) or crossover of fuel
o the cathode in the fuel cell system. In our case, the OCV
ecay was in good accordance with the results of hydrogen
rossover measurement. The hydrogen crossover rate rose con-
iderably high after 500 h and the potentiostat was not able to
old the fuel cell at 0.8 V for a certain amount of time without
xceeding the instrument limit between 800 and 1000 h. Thus,
o data points were plotted in Fig. 5 at these times. A reason-
ble explanation for the dramatic leap of hydrogen crossover rate
as formation of pinholes in the N112 membrane after 500 h of

urrent cycling. Although it is difficult to attribute the pinhole
ormation to sole mechanical or chemical degradations in the
embrane, the outcome of the degradations was permanently

hanging the membrane by forming macroscopic holes in it.
therwise the hydrogen crossover rate would not be as high

s 0.3–0.95 A cm−2, assuming under normal circumstances the
ydrogen molecules that migrated from anode to cathode came
ll from dissolved hydrogen.

Our results from accelerated cyclic current aging suggested
hat the resistance of membranes to chemical and mechanical
egradations is very important to sustain the fuel cell through
arious operation conditions and to last long enough in automo-
ive transportation. Therefore, the durability of the membrane

aterials has to taken into account when developing the next
eneration proton exchange membranes, particularly the ability
f the membranes to endure not only the attack of hydrogen per-
xide radicals, but also hydrothermal mechanical stress. This
ay require the membranes to be a comprehensive product

f tailored properties such as thickness, proton conductivity,
echanical strength/modulus, swelling behavior and so on.
On the other hand, the OCVs of constant-current aged MEA2

ell into the 0.92–0.98 V region during the entire 1000 h of aging.
he hydrogen crossover rate fluctuated around 0.01 A cm−2. No
hysical holes should have appeared in the membrane; otherwise
onsiderable hydrogen crossover would have caused the OCVs
o drop to a large extent. This may be due to the fact that the

embrane was wet for most of the time (operated at constant

urrent density of 1.06 A cm−2). The membrane was expected
o have less mechanical degradations while the cyclic stresses
ue to dry–wet cycles did not exist in the MEA2 under constant
urrent operation.

F
d

urrent aging process mainly because of the lowering of OCV caused by hydro-
en crossover.

.1.3. Polarization curves
The polarization curves of MEA1 under cyclic current aging

ode are shown in Fig. 7. When one examines the kinetic, ohmic
nd mass transport regions of the polarization curves, it is clearly
llustrated that the most significant degradation that occurred
o MEA1 was the lowering of the OCV, caused by the large
mount of hydrogen crossover. The slopes of the curves at the
hmic region were very similar until 900 h. The polarization
urve at the end of 1000 h aging was almost a straight line at
ery low current and voltage levels, indicating that MEA1 was
pproaching the end of its lifetime.

The polarization curves of MEA2 aged under constant cur-
ent are plotted in Fig. 8. They demonstrate a very different
rend compared to those of MEA1. Being consistent with the
CV result, the polarization curves converged to the approxi-
ate value of ∼0.96 V at zero current density. There are larger

iscrepancies at the ohmic region of the polarization curves for
EA2, though the values of electrode resistances and capac-

tances (R1, R2, Cp measured from the impedance tests) did
ot change much through the aging process (see Fig. 4). This
ig. 8. Comparisons of the polarization curves of MEA2 illustrated major degra-
ations in the mass transport region during the constant current aging process.
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ater management properties. The situation may have become
o bad that the mass transport overpotential of the MEA2 began
o decrease the cell voltage at a lower current density. However,
he mass transport degradations that occurred to MEA2 were
artially reversible, as we performed the end-of-period diag-
osis with lower current densities. By the time the impedance
easurements were taken, the degree of water saturation on

he cathode side of MEA2 may have already changed from
hat when MEA2 was actually aged at the current density of
.06 A cm−2.

The reversibility of mass transport limitation could also help
xplain why the polarization curves for MEA2 did not shift
ownstream in a straight order of 100, 200, 300, . . ., 1000 h. The
uel cell characterizations themselves may control the MEA to
e under certain conditions, which could perhaps alter the state
f the MEA itself. As a result, the long-term characteristics of
uel cell MEAs should be judged relatively, because the results
re affected by the operation history of the MEAs by various
nstruments. Therefore, there is a need to establish a standard
rotocol for PEMFC durability diagnosis, simply to make the
est results obtained from different agencies comparable.

.1.4. Tafel plots
Fig. 9 shows the Tafel plots of the MEA1 from break-in to

he last aging period. The Tafel plots can be divided into two
roups with the division marked by a large shift-down between
00 and 700 h, corresponding to the large increase of hydrogen
rossover rate. This further demonstrates the change in the fuel
ell at that time, most likely due to pinhole formation in the
embrane. Although an attempt was made to extract electro-

hemical kinetic parameters from the Tafel plots, no reasonable
alues for Tafel slope b and exchange current density i0 were
uccessfully obtained. From Fig. 9, it is discernable that the
oltage–log(i) plots formed nearly horizontal lines till 10−4 to
0−3 A cm−2 of current densities and then curled up continu-
usly at higher current densities. There were no distinct linear

egions from these curves, which resulted in great difficulty
nd uncertainty in determining the values of Tafel slopes and
xtrapolating the curves to intercept the highest horizontal lines
t equilibrium. Wang et al. at Argonne National Laboratories

ig. 9. Tafel plots of MEA1 operated using FCT test station #1 had lower and
ower voltages at current densities up to 0.2 A cm−2 during the cyclic current
ging process.
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ANL) employed a rotating ring-disk electrode (RDE) apparatus
o evaluate the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) kinetics [11].
y applying the RDE technique, a well controlled mass trans-

er environment was provided for the electrochemical reactions
o occur in a much more delicate manner than that manipu-
ated by a fuel cell test station. Consequently, the mass transport
ffect on potentiodynamic cell operation was minimized and
he current density of the fuel cell can go down to as low
s 10−11 A cm−2. The ANL effort showed that the exchange
urrent density for ORR at the platinum/carbon/Nafion inter-
ace at 90 ◦C was about 3.1 × 10−9 A cm−2, a number that is
eyond the lowest limits of the Tafel plots we obtained by sim-
ly connecting the fuel cell test station with the potentiostat.
herefore, despite the fact that the current state-of-the-art fuel
ell test station could perform the bulk of the MEA characteri-
ations, development of more accurate mass transport control is
equired as to improve the accuracy of electrochemical kinetics
easurements.
It can be seen in Fig. 10 that the Tafel plots for MEA2

nder constant aging mode were almost identical except the
ne taken right after break-in period. These results substantiated
he reversibility of mass transport-induced degradations in fuel
ell performance. Again, when the Tafel plots were acquired,
he water content in the MEA2 cathode further decreased. Air
ould flow better and reach the reaction sites much easier after
he flooding problem was resolved at the cathode. The Tafel plots
id not display significant degradations even at 1000 h with cur-
ent densities ranging between 0 and 0.2 A cm−2. Although the
ging experiment was terminated, it is reasonable to expect that
he lifetime of MEA2 could be well above 1000 h. The mass
ransport issues can be mitigated by frequently drying out the

EA2. Based upon above observations, we found out that the
urrent output profile of the fuel cell has had a strong impact
n its degradation mechanisms, long-term performance and ulti-
ately, the lifetime. Hence, simplistic testing and verification of

ew materials (especially membranes) after break-in via polar-
zation curve measurements may not be sufficient to support the

ull validity of those materials to be utilized as fuel cell compo-
ents. Systematic evaluation with respect to various operation
onditions is preferred.

ig. 10. Tafel plots of MEA2 were almost identical except the one taken after
reak-in during the 1000 h of constant current aging process.
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ig. 11. The changes of EAS areas as a function of time were shown for both
node and cathode of MEA1 and MEA2.

.1.5. EAS trends for both electrodes
Fig. 11 illustrates both of the anode and cathode EAS areas

gainst time for MEA1 and ME2. The EAS could not be mea-
ured by CV after 600–700 h of aging under cyclic current aging
onditions due to large amount of hydrogen crossover. In spite
f the fact that the two MEAs were supposed to be manufac-
ured the same way, the initial EAS areas of MEA2 were almost
wice as those of MEA1, which implies that the current MEA

anufacturing technique may still have limitations in terms
f product consistency. Nevertheless, the EAS of both MEAs
howed similar trends of exponential-like decay, while the con-
tant current-aged MEA2 lost its EAS at a faster speed. Based
n our current understanding, the decrease of EAS will have
significant impact on the fuel cell performance. For most of

he cases, the output current produced from an energy device is
uantified in the form of current density, defined as the current
ivided by the active surface area of the device. In the case of fuel
ells, the current density is calculated using the nominal MEA
rea (such as 5 cm2), i.e., the area of a common region shared by
he fuel cell membrane, catalyst layer and gas diffusion layer.
et, the current drawn from a fuel cell system is actually gener-
ted at the electrochemical active sites. If less EAS (hence less
nergy density) is available for the electrochemical reactions to
ake place while the output current density is still regulated as
he same by the electronic load box, one can imagine that the
oltage needed to drive the fuel cell has to be lower according
o the polarization nature of the fuel cell. In order to reflect this
rocess, a mathematical manipulation was invented by use of
term named “local current density”, which is the outcome of
ominal current density and percentage of residue EAS on the
uel cell electrodes. The influence of EAS on cell performance
as been taken into account during our phenomenological dura-
ility modeling, as further described in Section 3.2.

.1.6. Fluoride ion concentration and pH curves
The trends of fluoride ion concentration in the cathode

xhaust water were compared for MEA1 and MEA2 in Fig. 12.

he fluoride ion concentrations decreased along with time, as
pposed to the results reported by Xie et al. [6]. The probability
f artifacts from contamination of the water sample was small,
ecause there was enough time including MEA break-in period

c
t
h
a

ig. 12. The fluoride ion concentrations in cathode outlet water were measured
or MEA1 under cyclic aging conditions and MEA2 under constant aging con-
itions. The fluoride ion release rate was about 30-fold larger for MEA1 than
hat of MEA2.

o wash away any residue fluoride ions left in the fuel cell testing
ystem before the first water sample was collected. If we assume
he fluoride ion release rate from the MEA was proportional to
he fluoride ion concentration in the cathode outlet water, it is
ery likely that the fluoride ions came from the decomposition
roducts of the recast ionomer in the catalyst layer (correspond-
ng to the increase of R2) and/or the membrane. The trends of
he fluoride ion concentration in Fig. 12 resembled the solution
o first order reaction kinetics equation:

dM

dt
= −kM (1)

here M is the mass of the recast ionomer/membrane (Nafion)
resent and k is the rate constant for decomposition. This obser-
ation coincides with the remarks given in Ref. [14] that the
inetics of Nafion membrane degradation in Fenton’s reagent
an be represented by the expression of Ref. [12]:

log(% degradation) = kt (2)

It also appears that the fluoride ion concentrations from
EA1 under cyclic current aging conditions were about 30-

old higher (the water generated by the ORR at the cathode is
/3 of that under constant current mode) than those from MEA2
nder constant current operation. Although more experiments
eed to be performed to confirm our observation, the fact of
arly membrane failure with cyclic current output implies that
here might be strong interactions between the chemical and

echanical degradations of ionomers. Hygromechanical stress
ay accelerate the chemical decomposition of Nafion, most

ikely, the dissolution of recast Nafion ionomer in the catalyst
ayer, referring to the suggestions by Xie et al. [6] and LaConti
t al. [12].

The detailed study of Nafion membrane decomposition in
enton’s reagent or in the fuel cell environment has been car-
ied out in companies including Dupont, General Motor (GM),
nited Technologies Corporation (UTC) fuel cells and 3 M. The
hemical degradation mechanisms were investigated based on
he method of model compounds and some basic agreements
ave been reached. It is usually considered that the peroxides
nd their radicals attack the carboxylate end groups of Nafion,
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cheme 1. The proposed chemical degradation mechanism of Nafion, which
nvolves attacks of carboxylate end group by peroxide and sequential propaga-
ion along the main chain.

hich release carbon dioxide (CO2), hydroxyl radical (OH•)
nd hypofluoric acid (HF) and form new carboxylate groups
t the chain ends. By repeating the process, the attack propa-
ates along the main chain of the polymer (refer to Scheme 1
13]). Consequently, one could expect variations with respect to
he pH values of cathode exhaust water. Fig. 13 illustrates the
hanges of pH as a function of time for both MEA1 and MEA2.
urprisingly, the pH values showed opposite trends for cyclic
nd constant current mode. The pH of cathode water collected
nder cyclic aging conditions decreased first, and then increased.
t can be speculated that the membrane degradation had taken
lace more thoroughly with cyclic current profile, where a cer-
ain amount of hypofluoric acid was generated. Hence, the pH
alue decreased. As the chemical degradation of Nafion slowed
own because of the reduction in mass of the available ionomer,
ess HF acid was produced and the pH increased. Meanwhile,
or the case of constant current aged membrane, the peroxide
ttack might have been terminated at the earlier steps, which
ives off OH• radicals as the side product. This would lead to
higher value of pH, as evidenced in Fig. 13. Similarly, when

ess ionomers were left in the fuel cell, the release of hydroxyl
adicals was lowered, raising the pH values.

.2. PEMFC durability modeling

The semi-empirical phenomenological durability modeling

or PEMFCs under both cyclic and constant aging conditions
as attempted to incorporate observed aging phenomena and
escribe the cell performance at different time periods.

ig. 13. The pH values of the cathode outlet water demonstrated opposite trends
or MEA1 under cyclic aging condition and MEA2 under constant aging con-
ition.
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.2.1. Modeling principles
The semi-empirical equation that comprises the core of the

henomenological durability model is as follows [14]:

= Er − RT

2F
ln

aH2O

aH2a
1/2
O2

− iRH − A ln
i

i0
+ B ln

(
1 − i

il

)

(3)

here Er is the cell reversible potential and equal to 1.18 V at
he cell temperature of 80 ◦C [14], aH2 , aH2O and aO2 are the
hemical activities of the fuel, oxygen and product water, RH is
he high frequency resistance of the fuel cell measured simul-
aneously with the polarization curves, A and B are constants
nd both equal to as RT/nαF. Here R is the gas constant, T the
bsolute cell temperature, n the number of electrons transferred
er electrochemical act, α the charge transfer coefficient and F is
he Faraday’s constant. The symbol of i0 is the exchange current
ensity that is assumed to be a constant during the entire aging
rocess. Most importantly, i is the mathematical “local current
ensity” that is “modulated” on the membrane–catalyst inter-
ace to achieve the nominal output of current density and can
e calculated based upon the nominal/apparent current density

app, the internal current density due to hydrogen crossover in
nd the percentage of residue catalyst surface area peas as

= iapp + in

peas
(4)

imilarly, il is a function of the limiting apparent current density
l0 (the current density at which cell voltage goes to zero) and
an be calculated by i = (il0 + in)/peas.

Having the main equation set up, the model parameters
ncluding R, in, peas and i10 were then implemented into the
emi-empirical equation with values corresponding to 11 time
odes, 0, 100, 200, 300, . . ., 1000 h. The exchange current den-
ity i0 was utilized as the sole adjustment parameter during the
odeling process. The voltage decays at several current den-

ities under constant current mode and in three aging cycles
nder cyclic current mode were computed. The cell polarization
urves at 11 time nodes were assessed and compared with the
xperimental results.

.2.2. Modeling results
Fig. 14 presents the modeling and experimental volt-

ge results for MEA2 at current densities of 0.2, 0.7 and
.06 A cm−2. It can be seen that the “model-predicted” trends
rovided very good fits to the experimental data. In particular,
or voltages at 1.06 A cm−2, the voltage curve fell in between
he actual voltages measured at the beginning and end of the 10
ging periods. This is what we have expected, since the values
f the model parameters were obtained when the water content
f the MEA2 already deviated from that during the constant cur-
ent operation and ranged between the numbers at the driest and
ettest states.

The results in Fig. 15 demonstrate that the phenomenologi-

al durability model can successfully generate the polarization
urves for aged MEAs at different time periods. The calculated
olarization curves shifted downward and the current density at
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ig. 14. The model predicted and experimental voltage trends for MEA2 at 0.2,
.7 and 1.06 A cm−2 under constant aging conditions.

hich the power curves reached their peak values was lowered
n a similar fashion as the experimental results. The maximum
ower output decreased by approximately 10%, which is a good
ndication of the deterioration in the fuel cell. This type of infor-

ation is quite useful when evaluating the extent of degradations
n fuel cells, but certainly time-dependent constitutive relations
or fuel cell components need to be incorporated into the dura-
ility model as to bring the model with more predictive power.

The model predicted and experimental cyclic voltage profiles
or MEA1 at 400 h were illustrated in Fig. 16. The experimental
oltage profile was found to have larger and larger phase lag
ehind the model predicted profile. The reason behind this may
e due to the “ramp times” for the current to change from one
etting to another. It took some time (although may be very

hort) for the fuel cell system to complete current step changes,
specially the more dramatic ones such as step 14 to step 15 in
able 1.

ig. 15. The model predicted and experimental polarization curves for MEA2
t 500 and 700 h under constant aging conditions.
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ig. 16. The model predicted and experimental cyclic voltage profiles for MEA1
t 400 h.

Once the designated current level was reached, the fixed
lateau time when the current stayed at the set point began to
lapse till the onset of next segment. This lagging behind due to
xtra “ramp time” further accumulated down the road, creating
ore and more phase differences. It should be noted here that

he phase lag between model predicted and experimental volt-
ge profile is a reflection of the nature of our phenomenological
odel. The phenomenological model is a steady-state model

hat computes the performances of the PEM fuel cell only at
pecified time nodes. A transient model is required in order for
he model to capture the dynamic behavior of a fuel cell under
urrent step changes. In automotive applications, power elec-
ronics and control units should be designed properly to help
itigate the phase lag.

. Conclusions

In this article, the long-term durability of hydrogen–air pro-
on exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) was investigated
nder both cyclic and constant current conditions for 1000 h
sing the same type of MEAs. The end-of-period diagnosis
ncluding cell polarization, impedance spectrum, Tafel plot,
ydrogen crossover rate as well as electrochemical active sur-
ace area was performed at a regular basis. It was demonstrated
hat hydrogen crossover was the most dominant degradation for
yclic current aging after 500–600 h and the MEA1 reached its
ifetime after 1000 h of operation. Mass transport limitations
ere identified as the major degradation source of the MEA2
nder constant current conditions. The degradation in perfor-
ance of MEA2 was partially reversible when cathode flooding
as resolved after the cell undergone the series of end-of-period
haracterizations. A semi-empirical phenomenological durabil-
ty model was successfully established to incorporate the aging
bservations and describe the cell performance along with time.
he results illustrated the demand for standard fuel cell durabil-

ty test protocol and membrane pinhole reduction study.
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